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ABSTRACT
As electric vehicles are moving in on the automobile
market, safety relating to acoustic perception is an important
issue. It is a growing concern, particularly with respect to
pedestrians, cyclists or visually impaired people. This can be
addressed by adding sounds to the vehicle whilst at low speed.
However, adding artificial sounds to an electric vehicle begs
the question as to what kind of sound is appropriate.
Appropriateness concerns technical specifications and is also
linked to affective reactions of recipients of such a sound.
Emotional reactions to 17 artificial exterior sounds for electric
vehicles were investigated in an experimental setting with a
total of 40 participants, 34 novice users and six sound experts.
Word association was used to elicit emotional reactions to
the different sounds. Novice users employ more characterrelated terms to describe the sounds, while experts use more
composition-based words. Analysis of variance and conjoint
analysis was used to analyze participants’ assessments of
sounds according to two semantic scales (pleasantness and
appropriateness). Considerable inter-individual differences in
the ratings of pleasantness and appropriateness indicate a
great diversity of opinion about the sounds. Novice users
indicate their preference for the sound of the traditional
combustion engine as a possible proposition. Whilst
participants saw the necessity, there was generally little
enthusiasm for adding sounds to electric vehicles. The
contribution of the paper concerns the methodology to analyze
the results of the experiment and implications for the design of
sounds for electric vehicles.

Anja M. Maier
Technical University of Denmark
Lyngby, Denmark
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1. INTRODUCTION
Electric vehicles (EVs) and hybrid vehicles are becoming a
serious alternative to internal combustion engine cars [1].
However, due to reduced audibility, hybrid electric vehicles

have a documented twice as high incident rate than cars with an
internal combustion engine [2], and as Don Norman writes:
“[q]uiet is good; silence may not be” [3]. At low speed (under
50km/h) in particular, the wind and tyre/road interaction noises
are not sufficient to signify the presence of an EV to road users,
such as pedestrians, cyclists, or visually impaired people [4].
Regulation concerning the sounds of electric cars is still under
study. Yet, several countries such as Japan and the United States
of America already decided that adding artificial sounds to EVs
is compulsory [5]. Whilst research has been conducted to
recommend design guidance for warning sounds and external
sound generation systems [6], design guidance for adding
artificial exterior sounds to electric cars is still nascent.
The sonification of EVs is a complex design problem, with
many constraints and stakeholders involved. Stakeholders
include cyclists and pedestrians some of whom might have
difficulties hearing warning sounds at low speeds, drivers who
expect audio-feedback on the performance of the car, and other
third parties who prefer not to be disturbed by additional
sounds.
Having said this, safety is not the only goal for the design
of sounds. Sounds provide opportunities for car manufacturers
to brand their product through a sound signature and find loyal
markets [7]. In that way, a sound may be conceptualized as a
means of communication between the designer and end-users
[8-9]. In the car interior, for example, the driver can infer the
relative performance of the powertrain and have a better
awareness of the speed of the car. Exterior sounds communicate
the presence, proximity and speed of the car to other people in
traffic.
Against this background, what kind of artificial exterior
sound is appropriate? A sound that addresses safety concerns,
informs about speed, is pleasant or at least not disturbing, and
evokes the intended reaction from the users? In order to achieve
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this, we need to firstly understand what affective reactions
sounds evoke in novice users and how this might differ from
how sound experts perceive sounds. This paper addresses this
issue directly by reporting an experimental study eliciting how
users and experts perceive synthesized external sounds, what
they expect the sound to be like and what their concerns might
be. Therefore, the main research questions of this paper read as
follows:
 Research Question 1 (RQ1):
Should there be added sound for EVs?
 Research Question 2 (RQ2):
What should an EV sound like?
 Research Question 3 (RQ3):
How do users and sound experts perceive EV sounds?
The experiment included an open word association task as
well as a rating task on a bipolar semantic scale to assess a set
of different sounds with respect to appropriateness and
pleasantness. The sounds used in this study are synthesized
sounds designed for exterior loudspeakers simulating car
sounds as they may be perceived, e.g. by pedestrians. The
overall objective of this study is to support the sound designer
in identifying a clear goal for the design of an appropriate and
pleasant exterior sound for hybrid and electric vehicles such as
an electric car.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
next section discusses extant studies in literature by integrating
literature from product experience, design communication, and
psychoacoustics. Next, the experiment is described. It starts
with a presentation of the set of sounds used, the tasks given to
the participants, and the method used for the analysis of the
results. Then, results from both the qualitative and quantitative
analyses are presented. The concluding section provides
implications for design research and design practice.
2. PRODUCT SOUND EXPERIENCE
We purchase products both for what the product does for
us, for the ‘product functions’, and also for how the product
makes us feel, for what one might call ‘product emotions’ [10].
We experience products through our senses, e.g. through
seeing, touching, tasting, smelling, and hearing. Each
interaction with the product is a touch point influencing our
reasoning, emotional state, purchasing decision, preference, and
expectations with respect to the product [11]. In that way, a
product makes sense for us, we attribute meaning to the
product. We might find a sports car powerful, fast, and feel
excited when looking at it or driving it. We might associate
comfort and the feeling of being at home with a family car.
When driving a car, our product experience is influenced
by a number of stimuli such as visual appearance or tactile
sensation. In addition, sound is an important part of the driving
experience [12]. This includes internal sounds in a vehicle to
provide auditory feedback, for example, on whether the engine
is running ensuring and increasing the driver confidence that
everything is working normally. It also includes external sounds
when locking the car or alarm sounds when someone is trying

to break into the car. Specific sounds have to be integrated into
the whole soundscape. In the driving context, listening to the
radio adds sound to the already present noises from the road
and tires. Other passengers, conversations, mobile phone
conversations can each add distraction. There may easily be an
overabundance of sounds, quickly leading to a too high
cognitive load for the user of a car and to ‘audio fatigue’.
Product Sound Design (PSD) is an emerging and important
topic within product development [13]. Sound has an
immediate, direct link to both the rational and emotional parts
of our brain and can trigger vivid recollections of past
experiences, helping us remember intricate details associated
with events [12]. The sense of hearing also allows for speech
perception and understanding, which in turn forms the basis of
our ability to communicate with others [14].
In our daily life, we are confronted with the sounds of
industrial products. Physical products have both consequential
sounds that are the result of moving parts, airflow etc. and
intentional sounds that are added or altered to enhance the
experience of the product [15]. Consequential sounds refer to
the sounds that are electrically or manually produced as a
consequence of a function, e.g. a hairdryer producing engine
sounds when turned on. Intentional sounds are sounds that are
deliberately designed and added to a product by designers,
many of which are digitally synthesized sounds [13]. For
example, cars producing a warning beep when the seat belt is
not fastened whilst the car is in driving mode. In this study, we
are concerned with intentionally created sounds for EVs.
Car companies are developing sounds for electric cars.
Experts at Jaguar Range Rover, for example, have conducted an
initial study to develop appropriate warning sounds for a luxury
vehicle using an exterior sound simulator [1]. Engineers at
Nissan have developed an Approaching Vehicle Sound for
Pedestrians (VSP), providing auditory cues when driving at low
speed forward or when reversing. Sound with modulation or
rhythmic structure stands out in ambient noise more than sound
without modulation [5]. The car industry developed objective
metrics used for the design of different sub-systems in a vehicle
such as air conditioning, the engine, and horns [16-17]. These
psychoacoustic metrics for the acoustics of cars are also
relevant for electric vehicles, in particular for the road and wind
noise contribution [18].
In addition to technical specifications such as a mapping
between the sound and the state it is meant to represent, to
design appropriate and pleasant sounds, designers need to
understand how users experience product sounds. Despite
proposals from car-makers concerning the sonification of EVs,
few studies are concerned with the perception of these sounds
by users [4]. Most of the times, people use those auditory ‘cues’
unconsciously [15]. How do we then elicit users’ perceptions?
Whilst designers and design researchers have studied
underlying processes of product semantics such as on product
form perception [11] [19] [20], product sound perception is still
nascent. Previous studies on the perceived qualities of different
sounds have, for instance, been measured by the use of Kansei
words [21-22]. These were word pairs such as hard-soft, dull-
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
For the purpose of exploring the perception of sounds for
EVs, we carried out an experiment with a set of 17 sounds and
in total 40 participants between 21 and 67 years of age (average
age of ca. 35), all of whom reported normal hearing. Two
groups of subjects were considered:
 a group of novice users (denoted ‘novices’ as they have no
particular expertise in acoustics and sound design). They
constitute the User group (number of subjects Nu=34), and
 a group of experts in sound design (professional sound
designers and acoustics experts). They constitute the
Expert group (number of subjects Ne=6).
As we are aware of the imbalance of the amount of
participants in each group, the use of statistics to generalize the
conclusions would be doubtful. Nevertheless, we consider the
descriptive analysis of the results as interesting in that it
uncovers differences between the groups.
3.1 Description of the sound design
In total, 17 different experimental sounds were created for
this study by the first author. The sounds were synthesized
using the mathematical modeling software Matlab and the
additive synthesis technique. In order to generate different but
plausible sounds for an electric car, after an analysis of current
sounds of different carmakers [4] and personal propositions,
four main components of the sound were considered. The
components are also named design factors in this paper.
 Component C1 ‘A thermic Motor Sound’.
This component synthesizes the first harmonics of a

classical 4-stroke internal combustion engine (H0.5, H1,
H1.5, H2, H4, H6).
 Component C2 ‘A Harmonic Sound’.
This component synthesizes different musical ‘notes’ that
constitute a chord (chord with 2, 3, or 4 notes),
 Component C3 ‘A Noise Sound’.
This component synthesizes a filtered noise,
 Component C4: ‘Amplitude Modulation’.
This last component is an amplitude modulation of the first
three components that may create more complexity and
small ‘temporal events’ in the sound.
The final sound is the sum of these four components. 17
different sounds were designed. Their composition according to
the different components (C1 motor: yes/no – C2 musical
chord: no/consonant/dissonant – C3 noise sound: broad/narrow
– C4 modulation: yes/no) is given in Annex A.
Since it is out of the scope of this paper to describe all the
parameters of the synthesizer (there are more than 70
independent parameters to define a sound), we can mention that
all the frequencies and amplitudes of the components are
adjustable, to create credible and very different sounds. This
sound is not constant but ‘played’ by a control parameter of the
car: the speed. To make the sound evolve with the speed of the
car, we choose to adjust the frequencies and the amplitudes of
the different components according to the speed.
To simulate the movement of the car for the tests, we
defined a pattern of speed similar for all the sounds (duration
T=18s). This included four phases of driving: idling,
acceleration, constant speed (typically: 50km/h), deceleration
and idling (Figure 1).
Evolution of the speed
60
50
40
V(km/h)

clear, silent-noisy. A similar approach was made based on a preselected number of sound-characterizing words [23]. Semantic
associations of synthesized sounds such as warning signals
have been elicited [24], focusing on acoustic parameters.
Recent work examined the basic semantics of consequential
product sounds to explain meaningful associations of the
auditory property of products [13].
With respect to users’ preferences towards external vehicle
sounds, in their study with a panel of 380 people, Wogalter et
al. [25] identify the ‘traditional engine’ as the predominant
response to what type of sound is most appropriate. Similarly,
Nyeste et al. [26] conducted a preference study on a set of
potential sounds for EVs with the semantic differential method
and showed that the ‘traditional sound’ of a combustion engine
is the most acceptable.
There have been studies on novices and expert designers
on how they approach design tasks [27], yet, an assessment of
the emotional reaction to or psychoacoustic experience with
intentional product sound for the exterior of electric vehicles is
still under-explored. We argue here that the distinction between
novices and expert users is important in that it allows us to
elicit design criteria both for pleasant and also for technically
appropriate sounds for electric vehicles.
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Figure 1: Speed pattern of cars for sound evaluation
Mapping the speed of the car with the parameters of the
sound (frequencies and amplitudes of the components) makes
the sounds evolve and ‘simulates’ the movement of the car.
Analogous to an internal combustion engine, for this mapping,
the rule used is that the frequencies of the components increase,
when the speed increases. This pattern creates realistic
conditions to facilitate the perception of speed, acceleration or
deceleration.
An example of the spectrogram of the sound S15 is given
in Figure 2. The sound is made of a broadband noise (501000Hz), the frequency range of which increases with the
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speedd of the car. A modulation of the amplituude of the noiise is
addeed. The frequuency of the modulation inncreases withh the
speedd as seen in thhe vertical strippes on the speectrogram. Forr this
sounnd, the design intent was to mimic a hearttbeat when the car
accellerates.

e 2. Spectrog
gram of Sou
und 15
Figure
3.2 D
Description of the experiment
T
The main obbjective of thhe experimennt was to cappture
affecctive responses of 6 expertss and 34 novicce users on thhe 17
sounnds designed foor potential adddition to EVss.
T
There were thhree stages in the experimennt. During thee first
stagee, the responddents were innformed of thhe purpose off the
studyy (external sound of electriic cars) and w
were asked to give
inforrmation aboutt their age, ggender, occupation and heaaring
abilitty (normal or nnot). An openn question was asked on: ‘Shhould
theree be added souund for EVs?’ (RQ 1).
IIn the second stage, responndents were giiven a headsett and
each of the 17 souunds stored onn a computer was played oonce.
Afterr each sound, the respondennts were askedd to rate the soounds
on seemantic scaless (quantitativee test) and askked to describe the
sounnd using adjecctives (qualitaative test) beffore continuinng to
the nnext sound. ‘H
How do users and sound exxperts perceivee EV
sounds?’ (RQ 3). D
During this staage, for the quuantitative testt, the
participants weree first askedd to rate thee sounds onn an
unstrructured semaantic scale acccording to tthe two follow
wing
descrriptors:
 A
Appropriaten
ness: is the souund appropriaate for an EV?
 P
Pleasantness:: is the sound ppleasant or noot?
T
Then, for thee qualitative ttest, the respoonse was capttured
throuugh words useed by the resppondents wheen describing their
reacttions to the sounds. To coontrol for carrry over effectt, the
orderr of sounds ffor the subjeccts followed a Williams Deesign
[28]. Data was reccorded and keppt in a file to enable subseqquent
codinng.
D
During the third stage, oncce all sounds w
were listened to, a
final open questionn concluded thhe experimentt: ‘What shoulld an
RQ 2).
EV sound like?’ (R
Qualitative a
analysis using word ass
sociation
3.3 Q
W
Word associattion or semanntic associationn is a methodd that
is commonly used in consuumer researchh [29-30-31],, for
mple, to uncovver the imagee of a brand in the mind of the
exam
consuumer or the attributes
a
that they associatee with a particcular
produuct. It is assuumed that the first associations or beliefss that

coonsumers havee about a prodduct are those that are most closely
linnked to their bbehavior towaard that producct [32]. In thiss study,
wee employed thhe method to elicit first affeective reactionns from
ussers to sound. Yet, because we did not have
h
a definedd set of
semantic descrriptors for intentional
i
pproduct soundds, we
followed an expplorative approoach [33], alloowing particippants to
wn words.
chhoose their ow
Having eliicited how users describbe the soundds, we
annalyzed the traanscripts for eeach sound froom the particippants in
orrder to find categories. The
T
method uused to analyyze the
traanscripts was inspired by a grounded thheory approacch [34].
Thhis approach is used by otheer researchers with similar ggoals of
ideentifying key themes or forr describing moderating
m
inffluences
onn the design ass communication process beetween designners and
coonsumers [8].
Six categoories emergedd from the raw data thhat are
deescribed as: ‘negative feelling’, ‘positivve feeling’, ‘m
motionrellated’, ‘compparative’, ‘com
mposition-bassed’, and ‘chaaracterrellated’ (see Tabble 1). Adjecttives were only grouped undder one
caategory. One may
m argue, hoowever, that tthe adjectivess in the
neegative -and positive
p
connnotation- categgories could aalso be
grrouped underr the characcter-related ccategory. Cattegories
inddicate the kindd of reaction tthat the soundss evoke in a peerson.
T
Table 1. Cate
egories and examples of
o words use
ed by
particip
pants when describing the sounds
Deescription
Exam
Category
mples
Negative
feeling
Positive
feeling
Motionrelated
Comparative

CompositionC
based

Characterrelated

Adjectives reeferring to a neggative
connotatiion or negativelly
perceived quality of a souund
Adjectives reeferring to a possitive
connotation or positivelyy
perceived quality of a souund
Adjectives referring
r
to a typpe of
motion that the sound indiccates
Adjectives reeferring to the sound
s
of somethinng (else) which the
respondent m
may be familiar with
Adjectivees referring to thhe
compositionn of a sound in teerms
of technical aspects, musicoology
terms, or strructure (e.g. choords,
modulatiion, noise, pitchh)
Adjectivees referring to thhe
perceived chharacter of the soound

‘bbad’,
‘botheersome’,
‘poor’
‘goood’,
‘pleaasant’,
‘comfforting’
‘flappping’,
‘accellerating’
‘bouuncing’
‘ghoostly’,
‘carrlike’,
‘SC
CIFI’
‘booming’,
‘harmonious’,
‘high-ppitched’
‘caalm’,
‘spoorty’,
‘intrrusive’

3.4 Analysis p
procedure of
o quantitativ
ve data
We used cconsonance aanalysis to study the agrreement
beetween the suubjects in thheir ratings of
o Pleasantneess and
Apppropriatenesss. This method, described iin [35], is based on a
prrincipal compponent analyssis (PCA) off the matrix of the
inddividual ratinngs of the soounds Y(soundds×subjects). In this
PC
CA, the indiviiduals are thee sounds and the variables are the
suubjects. A higgh consensus leads to a high percenttage of
vaariance on thee first princippal componennt. The analyssis was
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made separately for Pleasantness (matrix Y1) and
Appropriateness (matrix Y2).
To confirm the results concerning agreement and to study
the differences between the sounds, a two-way Analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with interaction of the ratings of
Pleasantness and Appropriateness was made with the factor
‘assessor’ and the factor ‘sound’.
The relationship between subjects’ perceptions and the four
components of the sound, also termed design factors here, has
been investigated with conjoint analysis [36]. This approach,
known in Kansei Engineering as the ‘quantification theory type
I’ [37], proposes to model a quantitative response by qualitative
factors, with different levels. A simple additive model is
generally proposed for capturing the quantitative response
(Eqn. 1):
f

kj

ŷi     ajk.i ( jk)

(1)

j1 k1

With:

ŷi : response for product i, provided by the model
f: number of factors
kj: number of levels of factor j
ajk: part-worth utility for the level k of factor j
 i ( jk ) : dummy variable.  i ( jk )  1 if the level of factor j

in product i is k, zero otherwise
: intercept
Thus, if there are f factors with kj levels, we must estimate
f

p  1  (k j 1) parameters. The estimates of the part-worth
j1

are obtained with an Ordinary Least Square procedure
(ANOVA). We used ANOVA in our application to explain the
quantitative ratings according to pleasantness and
appropriateness by the 4 design factors C1 C2 C3 C4 that
describe the sounds: C1 (2 levels: yes/no), C2 (3 levels:
none/consonant/dissonant), C3 (2 levels: broad/narrow), C4 (2
levels: yes/no) (see Annex A). Before fitting the ANOVA
model, we have to verify the efficiency of the experimental
design given in Annex A. Let X be the matrix of the
experimental design (orthogonal coding), ND the number of
designs, p the number of parameters to estimate in the model.
The Defficiency (%) of a design [38] is given by Eqn. 2:

100.

|

| /

(2)

The Defficiency (%) of the experimental design presented in
Annex A is 80%. Even if this design is not balanced and not
orthogonal, this efficiency is considered as sufficient to
estimate the part-worth utilities of the factor levels.

4. RESULTS OF THE QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS1
4.1 Should there be added sound for EVs? (RQ1)
Generally speaking, the answers to the question as to
whether there should be added sound for EVs were fairly
mixed. There were four typical answers; ‘I think it is a silly/bad
idea’, ‘It will be a nuisance’, ‘I think it is a good idea’, ‘It is
necessary for safety’, and ‘I have no opinion’. Table 2 gives the
proportions of users’ and experts’ opinions.
Table 2. Opinions on adding sounds to EVs
Users
Users
Users no
Experts
Experts
for
against
opinion
for
against
57%

23%

20%

67%

33%

In sum, our results show that most of the users in the
experiment are in favor of adding sounds to electric cars and
see the necessity. However, there was generally little
enthusiasm for this hypothetical question, because the added
sound was considered as a necessity rather than an opportunity.
The sound experts were mostly in favor of adding sounds
to electric cars. Four said it was a good idea to add some kind
of sound. One said he had mixed feelings and could see the
purpose of adding sounds but would rather be without it as it
would be a nuisance. Another said that it was not necessary for
him and had difficulty imagining a credible sound for such a
purpose.
Given that adding sound is compulsory, this little
enthusiasm from the users and expert sound designers indicates
that the designer will have to convince users of the relevance of
the sound, for example by giving an added value to the sound,
to reinforce the brand image of the car, or by designing an
unobtrusive, but efficient sound.
4.2 What should an electric vehicle sound like? (RQ2)
The most dominant answer from users was that an electric
car should sound ‘like a regular car’ and resemble a combustion
engine sound. This result is in accordance with previous studies
on the subject [25-26]. Already in third place, we find that users
prefer ‘no sound’ (see Figure 3).
Sound experts gave varied but also complementary
answers to this question. Examples are that there should be an
‘electric motor association’, with ‘frequency varying with
speed’, light gearing emulation’, and a sound ‘not too rough’,
and ‘modulation not too rough.’ Their answers were generally
design-oriented. They reported design directions and
propositions for innovations for the composition of the sound,
including frequency varying with speed, organic, and
contrapuntal.

1

Note that among the Nu=34 users, only 29 described the sounds with

words.
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Userss: What shouuld an electricc vehicle souund like? (Nu=29)
20%
%

16%
%

12%
%

8%
%

4%
%

0%
%

Figure 3. Opinions
s on what an
n exterior so
ound of an E
EV should so
ound like

4.3 C
Comparison
n of how us
sers and exp
perts perceived
the 1
17 sounds (RQ3)
T
This comparisson is made bby reporting thhe words that were
geneerated most oft
ften, the propoortion of wordss in each categgory,
words used too judge the poositive and neegative qualitiees of
and w
the sounds as geneerated by both groups.
1 Most occurrring words a
associated with the sound
ds
4.3.1
T
The five mostt occurring teerms, for all thhe 17 sounds,, can
be seeen in Table 3..
T
The users employed predominantlly non-techhnical
vocaabulary and foocused more on comparatiive and charaacterrelateed formulatioons. This is also comm
mon when peeople
descrribe sounds: ppeople use maiinly images annd metaphors.. The
majoority of words used link thee sounds heardd to the soundd of a
sourcce that the nnovice users kknew, e.g. ‘siiren-like’, or they
woulld use a worrd that referrred to character traits succh as
‘scarry’. The largee occurrence of the wordds ‘annoying’ and
‘pleaasant’ shows that
t
pleasantnness is an impportant part of the
evaluuation from users.
u
These results are inn agreement with
findiings from sennsory analysiss: novice subjjects express first
their preferences (llike/dislike).

The sound experts usedd many of thee same wordss as the
w see a diffeerence in that experts
grroup of novicee users. But we
ussed consideraably more teechnical term
ms. The fivee most
occcurring adjectives from expperts are giveen in Table 3. Except
‘annnoying’, the other four addjectives are in the ‘compoositionbaased’ categoryy. A very higgh number off occurrences in the
‘coomposition-baased’ categoryy suggest thaat the sound experts
exxpress themsellves in a slighhtly different w
way than userrs about
soounds. Due too their knowleedge, experts use more adjjectives
deescribing the ccomposition off the sounds.
e most occu
urring adjecttives from users
Table 3. The
and experts
Users (Nu1 = 29)
Ad
djective
O
Occurrence in
exxperiment
Annnoying
800
Pleeasant
366
355
Heelicopterlikke
Fuuturistic
355
W
Windy
299

6

Exxperts (Ne = 6)
Adjective
Occurreence in
experiment
Deep
17
Futuristic
14
Annoying
13
High-pitcheed
Noisy

12
10
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4.3.2
2 Comparison of the profiiles of catego
ories
A
All adjectivess proposed by the users andd the experts were
codeed in categories, presentedd in the prevvious sectionn. To
estim
mate the weigght of each category, the total numbeer of
adjecctives in each category was computed forr both groups.. The
relatiive weight as percentages of occurrencee of each cateegory
for each group is plotted
p
in Figuure 4.

Moodulating
Hiigh treble
Sccary/
alaarming
Tw
wo-piece

Moonotonous/
connstant

40%
%
30%
%
20%
%
10%
%
0%
%

users

experts

Figure 4. Comp
parison of th
he word asso
ociation pro
ofile
for users a
and experts
E
Experts mainlly used adjecttives in the ‘ccomposition-baased’
categgory. The proffile of the useers is more flaat, since they used
very few ‘positivee feeling’ term
ms. Concerninng the comparrison,
the rrelative weighht shows impportant differeences betweenn the
groupps for the cattegories ‘com
mposition-baseed’ and ‘charaacterrelateed’: experts uuse more ‘com
mposition-baseed’ adjectives than
userss, and the uusers more ‘character-relaated’ words than
expeerts. Due to theeir expertise, tthe experts aree more focuseed on
m
the ttechnical aspeects of the soounds. The ussers express more
instinnctively their ffeelings and thhe connotationns of the soundds.

Disk wheel with orrganic
ellement
G sound
Gear
M between differrent
Mix
sppeed curves
A
Attention
demandinng
Flluctuating
U
Unexpected/
attypical
Boooming
Sttraight
Faamiliar and credibble
Iddentity creating

For users, tthe most enjoyyed type of souund was descrribed as
w/deep/bassy.. Sounds that communicateed acceleratioon were
low
alsso among thhe most menntioned positive traits. Thhe high
pittch/sharp/shrilll is a particullar bad charactteristic. But thhere are
coonflicting opinnions in the ppropositions oof the users, certain
poositive traits bbeing also neggative (low frrequency, heliicopterlikke).
The answerrs from the exxperts are moore diverse, siince the
saample size is smaller. Theyy had specificc opinions abbout the
poositive traits, but all connsidered the high pitch as an
unndesirable attrribute. Furtherr detailed anaalyses of the sounds
are necessary to assess implications of the seemantic
associations evooked.
5. RESULTS
S OF THE QU
UANTITATIVE EXPERIMENT
5.1 Agreemen
nt between the
t participa
ants
Agreement between thhe subjects iin their ratinngs of
Plleasantness annd Appropriatteness was stuudied by conssonance
annalysis. For each descripttor and eachh group (useers and
exxperts), a standdardized PCA
A of the matrixx Y(sounds×suubjects)
off the individuaal ratings was m
made. For thee 34 users (P1 to P34)
annd the descripptor Pleasanttness, the plaane of the tw
wo first
facctors of PCA iis illustrated inn Figure 5.
Va
ariables (axes F1 and F2 : 28
8.40 %)
1

4.3.3
3 Positive an
nd negative qualities of so
ounds
IIn addition too adjectives ddescribing thee sounds, subbjects
weree asked to givee characteristics of the sounnds that they liked,
or thhat they dislikeed (Table 4).

High--pitched/
sharp//shrill
Helicoopterlike/rootating
Beepiing
Windyy/
whistlling
Tinnittuslike/aiirplanelike
Deep//lowfrequeency

Electtric motor
Sounnds without too
domiinating low
frequuency
Consstant structure
Simpple
Low--frequency
Musiical major chord
Futurristic/new
Famiiliar
Enginne component
Winddy noise

P4

0,75

P21

F2 (13.61 %)

Slow
modulatioon of
noise
contributiion
Jet-motorr
Out of conntext
sounds
Misplacedd
periodicitty
Varying sppeeds
Snappish
Fast

P2

P28

0,5

Tab
ble 4. Positiv
ve and nega
ative characteristics of the
t
sounds
Exp
Users
perts
Posittive
negaative
posiitive
negativve
Electrronic
Windyy
Humm
ming
Low/ddeep/
bassy
Accelerating
Tradittional
Motorr/carlike
Futuriistic
Helicoopterlike

modullation
Highfrequeency
Pink noise
n
Noise
Spacesship-like
soundss
SCIFI
Airplaane-like
soundss
Vibrato/
tremollo

P9
P29P12
P26
P18

P7P30
P6
P1
19

0,25

P13
P11

0
P5

‐0,25

P33
3

‐0,5

P17
P15

‐0,75

P31
P27
P8P23
P32
P20
P14
P24
P1
10 P22
P1
P3
34
P3
P25
P16
6

‐1
‐1

‐0,75 ‐0,5 ‐0,,25

0

0,25

0,5

0,75

1

F
F1 (14.79 %)

Figure 5.. Consonanc
ce analysis (PCA) for th
he
de
escriptor ple
easantness ((users)
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R
Results show that agreemeent between thhe subjects is very
weakk: the percentaage of variancce on the first two factors iss low
(28.44%), which is a sign of a higgh dimensionaality in the rattings.
The results were similar
s
for the descriptor Apppropriatenesss and
also for the grroup of expperts. To coonfirm this high
wo-way Analyysis of Variancce with interacction
disaggreement, a tw
(ANO
OVA) with tthe factors ‘ssound’ and ‘subject’ for each
descrriptor and eaach group shoowed always a non-signifficant
effecct of the ‘sounnd’ factor (p-vvalue> 5%), a significant effect
e
of thhe ‘subject’ facctor (p-value<
<1%), and a siignificant effeect of
the innteraction souund*subject (pp-value<1%). These
T
results are a
sign of a lack of coonsensus in thhe group of subbjects. This lacck of
consensus is in faact rather nattural, because of the subjective
more related to the prefereences
naturre of the two descriptors, m
and oopinions of thee subjects rathher than to perrceptual or sennsory
dimeensions. This result
r
is in acccordance withh general resullts in
sensoory analysis,, which shoow importannt inter-indiviidual
differences accordding to hedonicc measuremennts [39].
5.2 E
Extreme sou
unds for eac
ch group
Since disagreement betweeen the subjectts is considerrable,
the sstudy of the most importaant differencess between soounds
show
wed that on average, the sam
me pairs of souunds were extrreme
on thhe appropriateeness and the pleasantness scales (signifficant
differences betweeen of the averrage value (t-teest, p-value<55%)).
Figurre 6 presents the position of the soundss according too the
averaage value of the two desccriptors for thhe user group.. For
userss, the two exxtreme soundds are S6 (m
most pleasant and
approopriate), with the opposite bbeing S16.
49

S17
S5
S11
S7

Pleasantness

47

S13

45

S15

41

S1
S10
S12
S
S16

39

S2

S4

S3

43

S6

S8

S9
S14

37
37

42

47

Appro
opriateness

n of the sound
ds for the twoo
Figure 6. Aveerage position
descriptoors (users)
F
For experts, thhe two extrem
me sounds are S
S14 (most pleaasant
and aappropriate), w
with the oppossite being S4.
T
To explain thhe sounds possitioned at oppposite ends of the
chartt, it is interessting to come back to the descriptive w
words
elicitted by the subbjects on thesse sounds duriing the qualittative
part of the experim
ment. The clooud tags in Fiigure 7 illustrate a
m the
synthhetic view oof all descripptive words elicited from
subjeects.

Users: Sound S
S16

Experts: Sound S4

F
Figure 7. Clo
oud tags of d
descriptive w
words for th
he two
least appropriate
e sounds (wo
ordle.org)
The cloud ttags are intereesting in orderr to uncover ppositive
annd negative traaits of the sounnds and to give advice to thee sound
deesigner.
s
which reeceived
In describinng users’ judggment on the sound
thee lowest score in both ap
appropriatenesss and pleasaantness,
noovice users seem to attribbute it to meechanical souunds as
inferred by worrds used, suchh as ‘alarming’ and ‘machinne-like’.
Onne of the mosst-often used tterms is ‘annooying’. From tthis one
wee might inferr that the souund needs to bblend in and not be
sppecifically notiiceable when not
n intended too.
In describiing experts’ judgment onn the sound which
recceived the lowest scoree in both aappropriatenesss and
pleeasantness, experts
e
descrribe sensory unpleasantneess by
referring to the sound as ‘rough’, ’broken’,, ‘tremolo’ (see lower
Figure 7), as allso suggested bby Zwicker annd Fastl
woord cloud in F
[40]. Further, innappropriateneess seems to bbe explained bby nonwords used ssuch as ‘synnthetic’,
naatural qualitiees through w
‘fiiltered’, and ‘monotonouss’. Lastly, innappropriateneess and
unnpleasantness may stem froom a perceiveed threat that m
may be
inferred from w
words used succh as ‘spooky’ and ‘haunted-houselikke’.
Semantic attributes
a
usedd to describe sounds eliciteed here
reflect participaants’ preferencce and could be
b used by deesigners
a expected pproduct
to evaluate the iintended produuct character and
exxperience. Insttead of merelyy asking for pleasant – unplleasant,
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designers could use more specific words such as ‘annoying’ or
‘unnerving’ with novice users or ‘synthetic’ or ‘monotonous’
with experts to qualify what unpleasant might mean.
5.3 Relationship between quantitative assessments
and design factors of the sounds
We used conjoint analysis to explain the quantitative
ratings according to pleasantness and appropriateness by the
four design factors C1-C4 that describe the sounds. For the
whole group of subjects (users or experts) and for the two
descriptors pleasantness and appropriateness, results of the
ANOVA model with four factors (C1, C2, C3, and C4) show
that none of these factors had a significant effect (p-value>5%)
on the response: the factors are unable to explain the
differences between the ratings. This is not surprising, because
of the considerable disagreement between the subjects in their
ratings.
To explain the differences between the ratings of the
sounds and to get more homogeneous subgroups, a partitioning
of the group of subjects is necessary. Because of the small size
of the experts group (6 individuals), we decided not to partition
this group and focused our analysis on the group of users only.
In order to provide a partition of the users and to define
subgroups who are homogeneous in their ratings of the sounds,
a hierarchical ascendant classification (HAC) was done on
matrix Y(sounds×subjects) for the descriptors pleasantness and
appropriateness. In the HAC, we used Euclidian distance and
Ward’s criterion as the linkage rule. Three subgroups of users
(G1, G2, G3 for pleasantness, G4, G5, G6 for appropriateness)
were considered, according to the variance criterion (highest
variance jump in the dendrogram). For each of these subgroups,
a conjoint analysis model was fitted on the data with the four
qualitative factors (C1, C2, C3, C4). The results of the conjoint
analysis for each subgroup are given in Table 5. The part-worth
utilities of the factor levels for the significant factors indicate if
a level reinforces the response (positive value) or inhibits the
response (negative value). The values of the part-worth for the
not-significant components are not reported because they are
considered as not relevant to explain the variance of the ratings.
Table 5. Results of the conjoint analysis model for the
subgroups of users

Pleasantness Y1

G1

G2

G3

factor
C1
C2
C3
C4
C1
C2
C3
C4
C1
C2
C3
C4

p-value
n.s.
n.s.
0.8%
n.s.
3.5%
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
0.3%
n.s.
n.s.
3.4%

Part-worth utilities
/
/
/
/
Broad = -9.4
Narrow = +9.4
/
/
Yes = +3.5
No = -3.5
/
/
/
/
/
/
Yes = -9.3
No = +9.3
/
/
/
/
Yes = -6.4
No = +6.4

Appropriateness Y2
factor
C1

p-value
1.7%

Yes = +2.5

G4

C2
C3
C4
C1

n.s.
n.s.
0.9%
4.4%

/
/
Yes = -4
Yes = -5.3

/
/

G5

C2
C3
C4
C1
C2

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
3.4%

C3
C4

n.s.
n.s.

/
/
/
/
Consonant =
-4
/
/

/
/
/
/
Dissonant
=-2
/
/

G6

Part-worth utilities
No = 2.5
/
/
No = +4
No =
+5.3
/
/
/
/
None =
+6
/
/

For pleasantness, the results of the conjoint analysis
exhibit three typical behaviors. The group G1 considers a
‘narrow band noise’ (+9.4) as most ‘pleasant’ rather than a
‘broad band noise’. G2 and G3 are opposite: G2 is attracted by
the presence of a sound of an internal combustion engine
(+3.5), whereas G3 considers a sound without an internal
combustion engine (+9.3) as most pleasant. Also, G3 does not
appreciate modulation in the sound (+6.4 for the level ‘No’).
For appropriateness, G4 and G5 are rather opposite. For
G5, a sound with an internal combustion engine component is
more appropriate, whereas G4 prefers the opposite, and is
furthermore interested by the presence of modulation in the
sound (+5.3). Group G6 finds the absence of musical chords
more appropriate (+6).
These results show a great diversity in the opinion about
the sounds proposed and that no feature of the sound is mainly
rejected or approved. This leaves a lot of degrees of freedom
for the designer when designing sound and shows that a great
variety of sounds can be candidates for the EV.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
In this paper, we explored the affective reaction of 34
novice users and six sound experts to 17 synthesized external
sounds for electric cars. A qualitative analysis of words used
when describing sounds and a quantitative analysis of the
assessment according to pleasantness and appropriateness was
conducted.
The main contributions of this paper concern the
methodology used to analyze the qualitative and quantitative
results, the differences in the perceptions of sounds between
novice users and experts, and also recommendations
concerning the design of sounds.
A majority of participants stated that it is a good idea or
necessary to add sounds to electric cars. Most were already
familiar with the safety issue from the media or quickly
understood during the beginning of the experiment. There was,
understandably, more enthusiasm or curiosity among the sound
experts than there was among users.
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Should there be added sound for EVs? Experiments
conducted in this study suggest that the idea of added sound is
acceptable within the two samples. Added sound for EVs
therefore seems to be a viable solution. The majority of both
users (57%) and experts (67%) were in favor of adding sounds
to electric vehicles and see the necessity, although with little
enthusiasm.
In line with Lakoff and Johnson [41], our results show that
subjects often associate what they perceive with something else
that they are already familiar with. We recognize a traditional
combustion engine because we have years of experience of
what it sounds like. Even through with electric cars there are no
pre-set standards, users, whether they are drivers, passengers or
other people in the street, use the sound impression they know
to categorize something as an electric car [42]. The most
occurring answer of users to the question of what an EV should
sound like was: “like a regular car” (see Figure 3). This result,
in accordance with literature [25-26], is a sign of the
importance of the psychological inertia and of the complexity
of the design problem. On this topic, the opinions of sound
experts varied: they made ‘design-oriented’ propositions,
describing how they would design a sound for an EV.
Differences between the groups suggest that we are facing
challenges with briefing designers on how to design.
In describing perceived sounds, the coding of the words
generated in categories showed that sound experts used a
majority of composition-based adjectives, whereas users
employed more character-related terms. Experts were focused
on the technical aspects and were inclined to describe sounds in
terms of their professional competences. Users expressed more
easily connotations and feelings about the sounds.
Given that an assessment of artificial external sounds for
electric vehicles is new, an agreed set of semantic attributes for
evaluation of product character does not exist yet. Leaving the
subjects to choose their own words to describe the sounds gives
authentic attributes of participants’ preferences to describe the
sounds as they are. This is useful for designers in evaluating the
intended product character and expected product experience.
Instead of merely asking for pleasant – unpleasant, designers
could use more specific words such as ‘annoying’ or
‘unnerving’ with novice users or ‘synthetic’ or ‘monotonous’ to
qualify what unpleasant might mean.
Users and some sound experts pointed to low frequency
and acceleration as ‘good’ aspects and high frequency and (fast)
modulation as ‘bad’ aspects. But they were divided on the
subject of how an electric vehicle should sound and it was not
possible to draw a general trend.
The analysis of the quantitative ratings on pleasantness and
appropriateness showed surprisingly a very weak agreement
between the subjects. This weak agreement can be due to the
fact that there are still few propositions on the market for
sounds for EVs, so the possibilities are numerous. Another
reason could be the absence of context to judge the sounds. It is
likely that a sound for EVs played with a computer and a
headphone, without visual contextualization, does not allow a
sufficient immersion of the subject. The modeling of the users’

responses to the design factors of the sounds with conjoint
analysis gave different typologies in the group of users. But this
analysis has to be confirmed with a more controlled design
space according to the components of the sounds (design
factors) to get useful feedbacks for taking design decisions.
Follow-up studies of the way expert sound designers and
users characterize and describe electric vehicle sounds with
larger samples of participants are needed to increase the power
of analysis and confirm the trends indicated by our results.
Avenues for future research include: Studies of preference vs.
reaction times in real-time simulations to see if a preferred
sound is also the safest. Further, in the interest of pedestrian
safety studies of hearing-impaired pedestrians, reactions to new
sound proposals as compared to existing car sounds should be
undertaken.
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ANNEX A
DESCRIPTION OF THE 17 SYNTHESIZED SOUNDS
Sound

Component C1
Motor component

Component C2
harmonic
component (chord)

Component C3
Noise
component

Component C4
Modulation
component

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17

yes (present)
yes
yes
no (absent)
yes
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes

dissonant
none (absent)
none
consonant
dissonant
dissonant
none
none
consonant
none
none
dissonant
dissonant
none
none
consonant
consonant

broad
broad
broad
narrow
narrow
narrow
broad
broad
broad
broad
broad
broad
broad
broad
broad
narrow
narrow

yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
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